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Get a taste of my lessons here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SO7OfFhoCBQ

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SO7OfFhoCBQ


As a qualified A-level Chemistry teacher with a decade-long

track record of success, I'm Mir, dedicated to transcending the

boundaries of traditional education. My experience spans all

major exam boards—AQA, OCR, and Edexcel—yielding a 100%

pass rate. My teaching journey at an Outstanding London-based

school has equipped me with effective strategies to ensure every

student exceeds their predicted grades.

I focus on building confidence through personalised plans,

connecting theoretical knowledge with practical applications in

the industry, and emphasising exam techniques. My approach is

designed to make learning engaging and tailored to each

student's unique needs, ensuring both theoretical and practical

mastery.

I provide highly interactive and confidence

boosting classes!

ABOUT ME



RECENT
TESTIMONIALS



COMPREHENSIVE PACKAGE

Everything in Enhanced 
Personalised Revision Timetable
Access to the online recorded lessons
Detailed Recorded marking of the assessment 
Monthly Progress Reports week
1 lesson per week Priority Access: Priority access to any new resources or 
study materials 
Extra Practice Sessions: Exclusive access to additional practice sessions
Emergency Support: Access to emergency support for urgent queries or challenges 

£55 per hour

PRICING

ENHANCED PACKAGE

2 x 0.5 hour consultation per term
Access to the question pack database
Access to recording of the class
Weekly homework

£45 per hour

UNLIMITED PACKAGE

Your key to unlimited amount of lessons and all  above

£1260 £695 per month
+ £80 sign up fee

1:1 LESSON

One-to-one lesson with tutor Mir Hashemi.

120 per hour



Monday Tuesday Wednesday

AS Chemistry
(5pm)

A2 Chemistry
(6pm - 1.5hrs)

Year 11 Chemistry
(6pm)

A level Chemistry
Practicals

(6pm)

AS Chemistry
(4:30pm)

Year 9 Biology
(6:30pm)

AS Chemistry
(7:30pm)

Thursday Friday Saturday

Year 11 Chemistry
(5pm)

 Year 10 Chemistry
(6pm)

Year 9 Chemistry
(5pm)

Year 10 Chemistry
(6pm)

A2 Chemistry
(11am - 1.5hrs)

Year 10 Chemistry
(1pm)

Year 11 Biology
(2pm)

A2 Chemistry
(3pm)

Sunday

AS Chemistry
(11am)

CLASS SCHEDULE
Classes are 60 minutes long unless otherwise stated.



CONTACT

SCIENCEBYMIR@GMAIL.COM

SCIENCEBYMIR

SCIENCEBYMIR

LONDON, UK

WWW.SCIENCEBYMIR.COM


